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MODULE HOMOMORPHISMS OF THE DUAL MODULES 
OF CONVOLUTION BANACH ALGEBRAS 

F. GHAHRAMANI AND J. P. MCCLURE 

ABSTRACT. Suppose that A is either the group algebra Ù (G) of a locally compact 
group G, or the Volterra algebra or a weighted convolution algebra with a regulated 
weight. We characterize: a) Module homomorphisms of A*, when A* is regarded an 
A** left Banach module with the Arens product, b) all the weak*-weak* continuous left 
multipliers of A**. 

Introduction. Suppose A is a Banach algebra. The dual Banach space A* of A can 
be made into a right Banach A-module and a left A**-module by the Arens products (see 
the definitions below). When A is the group algebra l) (G) of a locally compact group, the 
bounded A-module homomorphisms of A* were given in [2], see also [11] and [14]. One 
of the results in this paper is a characterization of bounded A**-module homomorphisms 
of A* when A is Ll(G), or the Volterra algebra or a weighted convolution algebra with a 
regulated weight. 

Recall that if A is a Banach algebra then the first (or left) Arens product in A** is 
defined as follows. For/ G A* and a G A define fa G A* by {fa, b) = (/, ab), (b G A). 
For F G A**,/ G A* define Ff G A* by ( Ff, a) = {F,fa), {a G A). Finally for F and G 
in A** define FG in A** by ( FG,f) =(F,Gf),(f€ A*). Then A** with this product is a 
Banach algebra, and the product in A** extends the product of A as canonically embedded 
in A. Furthermore, A* is a left A**-module by the module product Ff, (F G A**, f e A*) 
and a right A-module by the module product/a, (f £A*,a £ A). See [3] for more details. 
We denote the canonical mapping of A in A** by n. 

It is well known (and easy to prove) that for every m G A** the mapping n i—• nm 
(n G A**) is weak*-weak* continuous. The set of all m in A** for which n\-^mn(n G A**) 
is weak*-weak* continuous is called the topological centre (briefly, centre) of A**. The 
topological centre of A** contains 7r(A). N. Isik, J. S. Pym and A. Ùlger have proved that 
if G is a compact toplogical group, then the centre of (L1 (G)) is precisely TT(L] (G)) [9]. 
A. T. Lau and V. Losert have extended this result to every locally compact group [13]. 
Since an element m belongs to the centre if and only if the left multiplier \m: n t—> mn 
(n G A**) is weak*-weak* continuous, a question about the description of all weak*-
weak* continuous left multipliers becomes natural. We answer this question when A 
is either the group algebra LX(G) or the Volterra algebra V or a weighted convolution 
algebra with a regulated weight. Our characterization of weak*-continuous multipliers 
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builds upon the description of the centre of L!(G)** obtained in [13] and [9]. However, for 
abelian groups we even give a new proof to show that the centre of L1 (G)** is n (L1 (G)). 

As usual we will let Ll(G) be the group algebra of a locally compact group and M(G) 
be the measure algebra of G. 

We also need to recall the definition of a Banach algebra closely related to l) (G)**. Let 
C(G) be the Banach space of all complex valued continuous and bounded functions on 
G with the sup-norm. Then LUC(G) is defined to be the space of al l / G C(G) for which 
the mapping x i—> IJ from G into C(G) is continuous, where £jf(y) = f(xy), (y G G). 
An Arens product can be defined in LUC(G)* which makes LUC(G)* a Banach algebra. 
The product is as follows: for n G LUC(G)* and/ G LUC(G) define nf G LUC(G) 
by (nf)(x) = (n, I*/), (x G G). For m and n in LUC(G)* define mn G (LUC(G) )* by 
(mn,f) = (m,nf),(f G LUC(G)). As with A**, right multiplication by a fixed element is 
weak*-weak* continuous, and the centre of LUC(G)* is, by definition, the set of elements 
for which left multiplication is weak*-weak* continuous. 

Suppose (et) is a bounded approximate identity of L1 (G) bounded by 1, such that 7r(e/) 
converges weak* to an element E of LX(G)**. Then E is a right identity of Ll(G)** and 
there exists an isometric embedding TE:M(G) —• Ll(G)** defined by T^/i) = weak*-
Iim7r0; * A0> (M € M(G)). See [7, p. 277] for more details. 

1. Results about L1 (G). For convenience, we state the characterization of the cen
tre of Ll(G)**, due to Lau and Losert [12] and we also give a new proof for the case of 
abelian groups, based on the characterization of the centre of LUC(G)* [12, Theorem 1]. 

THEOREM 1.1. For a locally compact group G, the (topological) centre ofl) (G)**, 

isTr(L\GJ). 

PROOF, FOR ABELIAN G. Let (et) be any bounded approximate identity for Ll(G), 
with \\etr|| < 1 for every / and such that 7r(^) converges weak* to a right identity E in 
Ll(G)**. By [6, p. 343], there is an isometric (algebra) isomorphism 0E from ELl(G)** 
onto LUC(G)*, defined by (6E(Em\f) = (m,/) (for m G Ll(G)** and/ G LUC(G)). 

For any x in Ll(G), we have ETT(X) — TT(X). It follows that if x and y are in Ll(G), and 
n is in Ll(G)**, ^(7r(jc)n7r(y)) is defined. We claim that if n is in the centre of Ll(G)**, 
then 0£(7r(jt)n7r()O) is in the centre of LUC(G)*, for any x, y in Ll(G). To see that, let 
m/ be any net in LUC(G)*, converging weak* to m. Let m\ (respectively, m') be a Hahn-
Banach extension of m* (respectively, m) to an element of Ll(G)** (recall that LUC(G) is 
isometrically embedded in L°°(G)). Then, for y in Ll(G), (jr(y)mty converges weak* (in 
Ll(G)**) to 7r(y)mf. To see that, first note that if we puty(t) = y(rl) for y in Ll(G) and t 
in G, then^ = ? * / for/ in L°°(G) and v in Z/(G) [16]. Therefore,^ is in LUC(G) [8, 
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p. 298]. Therefore 

(ir(yWi9f) = (ir(y),ntf) 

= (m'if,y) 

(1.2) =(mi,fy) 

= (7r(y)mfJ) 

for any/ in L°°(G). Thus, (71-(y)m-) converges weak* to 7r(v)ra'. It is easy to check that 
n{x)n is in the centre of Ll(G)** ifn is; so we get 

(1.3) <7rW/i7r(y)/n5,/> — (n(x)nir(y)nt',/} (for/in L°°(G)). 

Since 7r(jc)n7r (y)m- = £7r(jc)w7r(y)ZsmJ-, we have 

^(7r(x)«7r(j)m-) = eE{7r(x)n7T(y))6E(Emi) = QE(n(x)nn(y))mi 

and similarly 

0tf(7r(*)n7rOOm') = 0E(ir(x)nir(y))6E(Em) = 6E(ir(x)n7r(y))m. 

Combining this with (1.3) and the definition of 0#, we conclude 

(1.4) (fe(7r(*)/ITTO0)m«,/) — (^(TT W/i7T(y))m,/) (for/ in LUC(G)). 

Thus, 0£(7r(x)«7r(jy)) is in the centre of LUC(G)*, as claimed. 
Now, by Lau's characterization of the centre of LUC(G)* [12, Theorem 1], there is a 

measure /x in M{G) such that QE(n(x)n'K(y)) = /i. Note that (IT(x)mr(y)) is independent 
of the right identity E, so, since 6E is just a restriction mapping, we see that the measure 
\i — QE(n(x)nn(y)) is independent of E. 

Applying [7, Proposition 2.8], we get 

(1.5) 7T(x)n7T(y) = 0£\n) = r£(/z). 

Since (1.5) holds for every right identity E of Ll(G)** by [7, Proposition 2.4 (ii)], 

(1.6) 7r(x)n7r(y) eir(L\G)) 

Since G is abelian, 7r(x)n — rm(x) for any x in LX(G). By Cohen's factorization theo
rem if z G LX(G) then z = x * y, for some x and y in Ll(G). Thus rc7r(z) = W7r(jc)7r(y) = 
7r0c)ft7r(y), and from (1.6) we conclude that wn(z) belongs to n(l}(G)}, for each z in 
Ll(G). Then it is easy to check that z •—> TT_1 (TT(Z)«) is a right multiplier on Ll(G). By 
Wendel's characterization [15], there is a measure /i in M(G) such that 7r(z)n — TT(Z * /i) 
for z in L^G). Again let fe) be a bounded approximate identity in L1 (G) such that 7r(<?/) 
converges weak* to a right identity E with ||£|| = 1. Then since n is in the centre we 
have n — nE — weak*-limmr(eO = weak*-lim7r(^)n = weak*-lim7r(^ * fi) = TE(fi). 
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Since this is independent of E, we again apply [7, Proposition 2.4 (ii)], and conclude 
that n belongs to 7r (Ll(G)y That completes the proof. 

Now we use the above result of Lau and Losert to obtain a representation of all the 
weak*-weak* continuous left multipliers of Ll(G)**, and to describe all the bounded 
module homomorphisms of L°°(G), when L°°(G) is an L1(G)**-module, by the Arens 
product. For convenience, we summarize in a lemma some facts about the interaction 
of a continuous multiplier T on a Banach algebra A, and its adjoints, with the module 
actions of A** on A*, and with the Arens product on A**. 

LEMMA 1.7. Let T be a bounded left multiplier on a Banach algebra A. Then 
(i) for a in A andf in A*, JT(a) — T*(f)a; 

(ii) forf inA* andninA**, T*(nf) = nT*(f); so T* is an A** -module homomorphism 
ofA*; 

(Hi) an operator U on A** is a weak*-continuous left multiplier if and only ifU— S* 
for some bounded A**-module homomorphism S on A*. In particular 7** is a 
weak*-continuous left multiplier on A**. 

PROOF, (i) follows directly from 

(JT(al b) = (/, T(a)b) = </, T(ab)) = ( T / , ab) = ( (Tf)a9 b) (feA\a,be A). 

To prove (ii) use (i). Finally to prove (iii) use (ii) and the fact that an operator on the 
dual space X* of a Banach space X is weak*-weak* continuous if and only if it is the 
adjoint of a bounded operator on X. 

For the next result, we introduce the following notation. If /x is a (bounded Borel) 
measure on the locally compact group G, we write AM for the left multiplier on Ll(G) 
defined by X^(f) = p * / . 

THEOREM 1.8. (a) A bounded operator T on Ll(G)** is a weak*-weak* continuous 
left multiplier if and only ifT= (AM)** for some p in M{G). 

(b) A bounded operator S on L°°(G) is an Ll (G)**-module homomorphism if and only 
if S = (AM)* for some p in M(G). 

PROOF. Recall that the left multipliers on L1 (G) are exactly the operators AM, for \i 
in M(G) [15]. Lemma 1.7 now implies the "if" part of both (a) and (b). It also follows 
from Lemma 1.7 (iii) that (a) and (b) are equivalent. Thus, it is enough to prove: if T is a 
weak*-continuous left multiplier on A**, then T = (AM)** for some \i in M(G). We first 
show T(TT(L1(G)J) Ç TT(L1(G)). By Theorem (1.1), it is enough to prove that T[TT(X)) is 
in the centre of Ll(G)**, for each x in L1 (G). Let «, be a net in L1 (G)**, converging weak* 
to an element n. Since TT(X) is in the centre of Ll(G)**, we have 7T(JC)/I; —> n(x)n (weak*). 
Since T is weak*-continuous and a left multiplier, we have 7Y71-(*))«; = T{^{x)n^ —• 
T(n(x)n) = T(ir(x))n. Thus r(7r(jt)) is in the centre of Ll(G)**. From this it easily 
follows that 7T_1 Tit is a left multiplier on Ll{G), so by the characterization in [15], there 
is a measure /x in M(G) such that 7T~1TTT = AM. Thus TTT = TTX^ on Ll(G)', that implies 
T = (AM)** on 7T(L1(G)); since 7r(Ll(G)) is weak*-dense in Ll(G)** [4, p. 425], and 
both operators are weak*-continuous, we have T = (A^)**, as required. 
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2. Topological centres of Ll(R+, w)** and Ll(0,1)**. Now we examine the centre 
of A** when A is either a weighted convolution algebra L1 (R+, w) with a regulated weight 
or the Volterra algebra V — Ll(0,1). Here w is a continuous positive function on R+ with 
w(s + t)< w(s)w(t) and w(0) = 1. The algebra Ll(R+,w) consists of all (equivalence 
classes) of functions/ satisfying 

\\f\\w = jR+\f(x)\w(x)dx< oo, 

where the product * is given by convolution 

(2.1) {f * g)(x) = J*f(x - y)g(y) dy (f,g e Û (R\ w\ a. e. x G R% 

The product in the Volterra algebra is also given by convolution as in formula (2.1). 

A weight w is said to be regulated at 0 if l im^x, w^f = 0 for all y > 0 [1]. If w is 

regulated at 0, then for every/ G Ll(R+, w), the operator pfg*—> g * / (g G Ll(R+, w)) 

is compact [1, p. 90]. It is also well known that the action of the elements of the Volterra 

algebra is compact. Both L1 (R+, w) and V have bounded approximate identities bounded 

by 1. For example the sequence en = flX[0,i/n]> n — 1,2,... , is a bounded approximate 

identity for V and L1 (R+, w). 

THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that A is either a weighted convolution algebra with weight 

regulated at zero, or the Volterra algebra V. Then, 

a) the centre of A** is the image of A under the canonical mapping, 

b) a left multiplier T on A** is weak*-weak* continuous if and only ifT= p**, 

c) a linear mapping S is a module homomorphism A* (when A is regarded an A** 
module) if and only if S — p*. 

PROOF. It suffices to prove part (a). The proof of parts (b) and (c) are similar to the 
proofs of parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 1.8. 

Since the elements of A act compactly by multiplication, the image of A under the 
canonical mapping of A in A** is a two-sided ideal in A** [3]. Now suppose n is in the 
centre of A**. Since for every x G A, nn(x) G 7r(A), by identification of the multiplier 
algebra of A with a measure algebra [10, Remark 10] and [5, Theorem 1.4] there exists 
a measure p in the multiplier algebra of A such that nn(x) — ir(p * ;c), (x G A). 

Let (<?;) be a bounded approximate identity of A such that (ÎT (<?;)) converges weak* 
to a right identity E of A**. Then n = nE = weak*-lim«7r(^) = weak*-lim7r(/x * a). 
Since this holds for every such bounded approximate identity (^), a similar argument to 
the one in the proof of [7, Proposition 2.4] shows that p is in A. Hence n G 7r(A), and 
the proof is complete. 
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